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INTRODUCTION

Christmasworld 2023 is the leading worldwide

exhibition for seasonal decorations and festive

decorations. It opens up powerful design

opportunities for its goal companies to marvel at

clients again and again with new collection combos

and presentations. The most festive exhibition in

Germany - Christmasworld, is lower back for any

other business assembly for the seasonal decorations

zone between the third and 7th February 2023 on the

halls of the spectacular Mese Frankfurt.



Major attractions of the 
Christmasworld 2023 
Frankfurt Germany

 The Christmasworld Frankfurt is the world's

leading exhibition for seasonal and festive

decorations and the spotlight of the ornament

industry.

 Optimized systems and product companies make

the show more visitor-friendly.

 It offers modern-day traits, merchandise, and

improvements in all its forms, colorings, and

sides of all gala's and celebrations throughout the

year and serves as a fashion and order platform.

 From Christmasworld 2023, Frankfurt will

proportion the venue with Ambiente 2023 – the

main purchaser items display, and Creativeworld

2023 – the artwork and craft assembly hub.

https://www.expostandservice.com/christmasworld-2023/


Christmasworld 2023 will bring new 
synergy and trends to life

Unique Interest is the Global Sourcing zone at

Chritsmasworld 2023, shining the highlight onto various

sets of worldwide exhibitors from China, India, Thailand,

and the Philippines and their show providing the whole

thing from industrially synthetic to handmade items.

From traditional crafts for the best excellent standards,

mind-blowing idea ornament, exquisite flower

arrangements, unique ornament for the Garden, ultra-

modern present boxes, candles, and smells or brilliant mild

installations.



Every year in Frankfurt, Christmasworld offers modern-

day merchandise and traits for Christmas and all

different festive events. - at another exhibition, they

provide festive merchandise for Christmas, spring,

Halloween, Easter, Mother's Day, and autumn, as

extensive and complete as on the Christmasworld.

Visiting shops and wholesalers locate an excellent

product variety designed to fulfill their desires in the

cautiously organized exhibition industry.



More about Christmarworld

International Trade Fair

• The Christmasworld Frankfurt is the world's leading 
exhibition for seasonal and festive decorations and 
the spotlight of the ornament industry.

• Optimized systems and product companies make the 
show more visitor-friendly. 

• It offers modern-day traits, merchandise, and 
improvements in all its forms, colorings, and sides of 
all gala's and celebrations throughout the year and 
serves as a fashion and order platform. 

• From Christmasworld 2023, Frankfurt will 
proportion the venue with Ambiente 2023 – the main 
purchaser items display, and Creativeworld 2023 –
the artwork and craft assembly hub.
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